Mgr. Eva Horčičková – Effects of wild ungulates on vegetation in an abandoned landscape
Doctoral thesis – review
PhD thesis consists of three papers, from which one has been already published in a high-quality
scientific journal, one is under the revision process in Forest Ecology and Management, and one is in
the form of the manuscript. The general structure of the thesis has a broad introduction. The first
study is focused on wild boar rooting, while other two discuss various impacts of four the most
frequent wild herbivores (wild boar, red deer, roe deer and sika deer) on vegetation. These studies
combined not only the investigation of vegetation changes in a relatively short period but also the
broad analysis of the behaviour of all studied animals. The author had to analyse not only sampled
vegetation records but also many hours of movie records from scouting cameras installed in the field.
Therefore, the review of this PhD thesis was one of the most difficult I have ever done.

Comments and questions:
Generally, the absence of broader information about the density of big herbivores in the study area
can be considered as the main lack of this PhD thesis. Only the supplementary material of Paper 3
contained a table with numbers and densities for the year 2012 (2014), but there is no evidence
about boar and deer densities in the past and their time changes. Also, sika deer invasion probably
currently increase its intensity and the competition with other deers and even this thesis (paper 3)
identified different sika behaviour in comparison with three other herbivores. However, the
description of herbivore densities is closely related to presented vegetation changes. Are they a
result of a unique situation, or do you mean that they were sampled in constant grazing and rooting
pressure? It would be curious to create real probability (Markov) matrix from Fig. 3 (pg. 87) to show if
the time changes in boar rooting sampled in (2008-2012) have some future positive or negative
trend.
The first paper was partly difficult to follow. It firstly confused me in periods of individual
investigations because at different parts of the text the 5-year monitoring and 8-year experiment
were mentioned.
In an experiment (citation): ‘The placement of permanent plots was based on randomly selected
points, but each was corrected to be located in the closest patch of homogenous tall-grass
vegetation without signs of previous disturbance.’ - How did you know that exactly this vegetation,
where you placed the permanent plot, can be potentially selected by wild boars for rooting?
‘One plot in each pair was disturbed by removing the vegetation along with the top 20 cm of soil,
which imitated actual wild boar disturbances observed in the same area.’ – In my opinion, it is not
exactly the simulation of boar rooting. If you remove the soil layer, remnants of plants and seeds in
the seed bank, which would probably survive the rooting, are removed from the plot. More precise
simulation of rooting would expect that the soil will be sieved and placed back to the permanent
plot.
The range of the first and second axis at the ordination diagram (Fig. 5, pg. 89), where changes in
vegetation structure of disturbed patches are shown, is rather small. It seems that centroids are very
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similar while individual plots have high dispersion. Are the differences between centroids (years)
significant (e.g. PERMANOVA test)?
The second paper – many questions remain without the answer: What area was covered in total by
your cameras? Would it be possible to estimate real animal density from your records? What does it
mean if the increase of volume of shrubs is 3.4 times greater inside enclosures? Can we estimate the
possible density of animals to stop shrub expansion? It seems that alpha-diversity of grazed plots is
increasing, while plots in enclosures decrease the number of species. However, table S1, pg 131
shows that there are more species related to enclosures. How the beta-diversity works here?
Minor points: Fig 3 – Do the numbers of plant species differ significantly? Fig. 5 – Missing explanation
of abbreviations in the ordination diagram.
Paper 3 tests survival of two tree species under the herbivore pressure. Manipulation experiment
with tree saplings is indirectly combined with huge monitoring of herbivore behaviour. Can you
explain, from which data you concluded that mainly sika and red deer increased the mortality of tree
saplings? Can we estimate from your data, what would potentially happen in case of the artificial
decrease of sika deer population with the vegetation succession (even in case, the density of total
herbivore population remains the same)?

General conclusion:
This material brings important scientific material. Generally, I can conclude that the whole
manuscript can be accepted as a PhD thesis of the study programme Botany at Charles University,
Prague.
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